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COLORFUL LEARNING

ConnectConnect the roles of writer and researcher as you explore apples. Researchers gather information 
about where and when apples grow and the challenges the fruits face as they are harvested and 
transported. Writers compose a story and choose a genre that fits the main message an apple 
would want to tell.
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Apples Travel from Tree to Tummy

What if an apple told the story 
of how it grew and how it was 

harvested and transported 
from the tree to the table and 

tummy? Imagine the adventure 
from an apple’s point of view 
or write a news report about 
challenges the apple faced along the journey.
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As you explore an apple’s journey from tree to tummy, organize the facts you learned and questions 
you have. Then decide how you will tell the apple’s story. Perhaps you’ll write:

• an illustrated news article about weather challenges or transportation options,
• a diary from the apple’s point of view, 
• a video script showing an apple’s journey from tree to tummy, or
• a list of interview questions you would ask in a podcast to learn how an apple moves from a tree 

to a school cafeteria.
Or pick any other genre, such as a comic strip or advertisement, that you’ll use to tell the apple’s story.

Jot your research notes here.Jot your research notes here.



How might new 
picking machines and 

transportation containers 
help protect apples along 

their journey?

Where and how are 
apples used? Who buys 

various varieties? 

What type of apples are you 
going to study? Where and 

when do these varieties grow?

How are apples protected 
from bruising or spoiling 
when being picked and 

transported?

How are different varieties 
described based on their 
unique characteristics?

How are apples harvested 
and transported to their 

many destinations?

What are some of the many 
ways apples can be eaten?

Raw
Cooked
Baked
Dried

How else?

What are the characteristics that 
those who buy apples are looking for 

based on how they will be used? 

Food manufacturers 
(as in applesauce and juice)

Grocery stores
Bakeries
Schools

Restaurants

How does the texture and taste 
of the apple affect how it is used? 
How does the apple’s journey vary 

depending on its use?
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do you wonder why certain apple varieties grow in some geographic areas but not others? Or perhaps 
when and how apples are harvested and stored so you can eat them year round? What do apple picking 
machines or tools look like and how might you design a more innovative apple picking tool? How are 
apples transported from the orchard to their next destination, whether that is a school, restaurant, 
grocery store, or farmers market)? How are they prepared and eaten (raw, cooked, baked)? Researchers 
organize the information they gather. The chart below can help you organize the facts you learn.
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PresentPresent your story and share your research organization chart. Ask the audience for questions and feedback. 
A playful way for them to respond would be having them pretend to be part of the journey—the grower, 
harvester, transportation vehicle, or another apple in the crate—as they ask you questions or provide 
comments about your presentation.
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te CreateCreate the story of your apple’s journey from tree to tummy. Choose a genre that fits your 
message. Whose voice and point of view will you use? Use imaginative ways to share the 
facts you learned during your research, for example you could pretend that apples could talk. 
Illustrate your story to emphasize key messages that help others understand.
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